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Abstract of the Thesis

Rocks and Code

By

Thomas Daniel Jennings

Master of Fine Arts in Arts Computation Engineering

University of California, Irvine, 2009

Professor Robert Nideffer, Chair

This paper and the accompanying installation of the same title examines the

interconnected histories of mathematical tables, computer development,

nuclear physics, random numbers, and finally, the human pursuit of a reliable

“anti-oracle” of impartiality in the midst of growing evidence of the bounded

and constructed nature of science and technology and culture.

This work explores the need for mathematically rigorous random numbers,

the results and ramifications of this obscure pursuit, and it’s effects on the

earth and people that persist to this day. This paper draws a line through

historic mathematical and scientific research that reaches into the present, and

provides what I think is a unique view of past events.

I also look at some of the ways in which culture constructs belief systems

around its relationship to the earth, nature and our relationships to ourselves,

by constructing objective, “external”, dispassionate and “in-human” “natural”

artifacts, in the form of scientific apparatus, in this instance for the production

of random numbers, and tangentially, and to me bleakly humorous, the
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undoing of a crucial human cultural discipline 4500 years old, mathematical

tables.

The associated multi-media and sculptural installation makes some of these

connections visible and humanly tangible, by combining nuclear (”atomic”, in

my preferred early cold-war parlance) decay, the production (and ruination) of

math tables, and mining and poverty.

At the center of the installation is the Atomic Number Generator, an apparatus

that conjures true random numbers from “natural” physical processes –

isotopic decay from natural rock; uranium ore mined largely by the misled,

underpaid local, largely native, population of the American South West.
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1 Introduction

This project began for me when I stumbled upon a singular artifact – a

mathematical table, RAND Corporation’s 1955 A Million Random Digits and

100,000 Normal Deviates[25].

I have had a lifelong interest in the histories of certain sciences and

technologies, mainly electronics, automatic computing, radiation and nuclear

physics, mathematics, and cybernetics1. Reading “period” materials is a

comfortable and familiar pastime for me, but there was something odd about

this particular math table, and research into it revealed not only connections

between widely disparate disciplines but a project by physicists and

mathematicians to build a machine that would dispense non-human data of a

very particular sort – random numbers2. Though the problem at hand was to

produce large quantities of “quality” random numbers for use in nuclear

physics simulations, there was an explicit requirement to find a source of

(anti-)information outside human influence, from nature. In this way it

functions as a literal oracle, or more accurately, an anti-oracle.3

I view this pursuit of pure randomness as a search for “truth”, for an

informational source outside of human influence; as a desire for a defensible

stand-in for truth. I find this more than a bit ironic, because the environment

that it was developed in was intimately coupled to investigations into the

structure of matter and the limits to human knowledge.

This same confluence of historical events, so far mentioned only briefly

above, resulted in the utter and sudden elimination of 4500 years of communal

1Cybernetics is an inherently cross-disciplinary study of systems, especially closed systems
and those involving feedback, whether technical or social.

2A “random” number may be defined as one of a sequence of numbers where no current or
past number contains any information whatsoever about what any next number will be.

3An oracle is a person, entity or place that offers wise counsel or prediction of the future.
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production of math tables, a discipline as old as human literacy itself, undone

in a historical instant by machines that now perform calculations for

individual humans, anonymously. Once ubiquitous in technical and scientific

texts, math tables are now almost entirely forgotten4.

The second section of this paper, told as an interwoven tale, will cover the

history and background of the ideas and technologies I have incorporated in

my installation.

In the third section I will expand on my ideas of the oracular purpose of the

mathematicians “anti-oracle”, and my interpretation of it in tangible fact and

metaphor, my Atomic Number Generator and it’s accompanying multi-media

installation.

1.0.1 About mathematical tables

Mathematical tables represent condensed human intellectual effort. While

mundane-seeming, the history of mathematical tables exactly parallels that of

human literacy and numeracy. Technically speaking, each entry in a table is

the result of dozens of hand calculations. Tables must have thousands to

millions of entries to be useful, and are therefore generally created in an

explicitly communal manner. Table creation is subject to the same error-prone

tediousness that individual hand calculation is; and because of the methods

needed to create them, errors often compounded themselves. Some tables

were corrected and improved over centuries. This was highly regarded work

that brought honor to mathematicians and countries.

Generally speaking, there are two kinds of math tables; calculated and

collected. Calculated tables as described above are my main focus. Tables can

4They live on, today, inside digital computers as a technique redundantly called “lookup
tables”, mentioned in a later section.
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also be tabulated collections of information found, measured, or otherwise

compiled. Though of lesser concern here they will appear in the tale that

follows.
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2 Theoretical and practical
influences

I was greatly moved by the relations I initially perceived in what seemed at

first to be unrelated developments: mathematical tables, radar and electronics,

cybernetics, radiation and nuclear physics, and the stored-program computer;

the earth and travel and road trips. I began by outlining this in the previous

section; I will now bring in histories that led to the developments at the crux of

the story that pivots around RAND’s

A Million Random Digits with 100,000 Normal Deviates book – a book

guaranteed to contain no information. I was immediately intrigued by the

contradictory implications.

This section begins with a very brief history of mathematical tables and

their production, summarizes the beginnings of electronics as information,

nuclear physics and it’s relation to electronic information and tables, and

culminating in anti-information, the fundamental limits of knowledge, and the

pursuit of randomness.

2.1 Before the modern era: mathematical tables

Mathematical tables are a subset of mathematics and numeracy. At least, they

are rigidly structured ways to present information, however simple or

complex. But at their most developed, they contain substantial intellectual

effort and sophistication. Math tables enabled rapid and accurate calculation,

the sole aid to human calculation for millennia.

The pursuit of accurate mathematical tables is the precise opposite of

randomness. Where randomness is exemplified by the utter lack of any
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pattern or information whatsoever (flat line or pure Gaussian distribution,

depending on your point of view), historically, the goal of mathematical tables

has been to produce error-free order; tables of continuous functions.

Though ’tables’ may seem the dullest subject ever, in fact they reveal much

about the civilizations that created and improved them over decades and

occasionally, centuries.[19, p.14] Most crucially, for the last two millennia math

tables were the main aid to calculation.[19, p.1]

Table production has nearly always been a communal enterprise; the scale

of the work involved, when done by human calculation practically requires it,

as we shall see. From earliest times, calculation has been part of the realm of

the schooled and privileged; from Sumerian1 scribes to landed Europeans in

later centuries. (Indeed, many of the early large-scale tables projects were that

of ruling classes wanting to manage taxation of landowners and merchants.)

Creating mathematical tables was a high calling, nominally as a result of

tables’ contribution to knowledge and science, but also in recognition of the

monumental human effort required to produce them – ideally, but rarely, free

of errors.

Pre-computed, published tables were a worthy pursuit. Though their

production required great effort, that effort needed to be expended only once.

Multiple copies could be made and shared. Creation and dissemination of

tables contributed to community and culture, while accruing honor on the

computers.2

However, producing tables large enough to be of general use was a

daunting undertaking. In our age of trivially automated calculation, it is hard

1Sumer was a civilization in what is now Southern Iraq, that lasted from approximately 6000
BCE to 2000 BCE. Sumer had a well-developed agricultural system and a dense and organized
division of labor, which is generally credited with spurring an advanced system of writing and
record keeping.

2A computer was always a person, “one who computes”, until the advent of electronic,
digital, automatic, stored-program, computers.
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to appreciate the difficulty of producing what are now mundane calculations.

Calculations were done on waxed boards with stylus, in Sumerian times, or in

longhand, pencil or ink, a millennia later; for problems requiring dozens,

hundreds, or possibly thousands of multiplications and divisions, errors were

inevitable, and often compounded.

2.2 Ancient tables

Figure 2.1: Sumerian math table, 2600 BCE, front and rear.

The first reliably datable mathematical table yet discovered was found in

the city of Shuruppag, Sumer, and dates to approximately 2600 BCE. This table

takes the form of a clay tablet, both sides are formatted into three columns of

ten rows and essentially presents a multiplication table.[19, p.27] Thousands of

tables from this earliest era to approximately 1500 BCE exist, largely because

the clay tablet medium survived the ravages of time better than more modern

media such as paper. Because of this few examples of written records between

this most ancient era and relatively modern times have been found. For the

purposes at hand, looking at the nature of calculated mathematical tables,

there are few significant developments in the art and technology of
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mathematical tables between this ancient time and the modern era.

While mathematics itself advanced around the globe, there is no evidence

of any notable improvement in math tables from this earliest time until the 17th

century. Assyrian scholars began collecting systematic celestial data around

650 BCE, the source of Ptolemy’s second century CE Almagest.[19, p.39] Hand

copying of tables enforced their obscurity, and the tediousness of copying was

an invitation to err.

The 15th century development of the movable type printing press changed

the face of literacy, and began the ability to propagate mathematical tables.

For modern (17th-century to present) problems in astronomy and

navigation, for example, many multiplications of trigonometric functions,

especially sines, are required. In the 18th century, aiming to substantially

reduce the effort and error rate involved in such calculations John Napier

“invented” the logarithm3, first published in 1614 by Napier, then refined in a

decades-long collaborative effort involving Henry Briggs, Edmund Gunter,

and many others at Gresham College, London, England. Within a few decades

the use of logarithms became ubiquitous amongst Western

mathematicians.[19, pp.49-72]

2.3 The modern era: “factories” of calculation

An example of the effort involved in production of low-error-rate tables may

illustrate the problem of errors. In 1790, French landowner Gaspard Clair

Francois Marie Riche de Prony undertook the calculation of a large set of

logarithm and trigonometric tables, as part of a land taxation public

3A logarithm of a number is defined as, the exponent to a given base number, such that to
derive the original number you raise the given base by the logarithm (exponent). The advantage
to this system is that it reduces multiplication of two numbers to the sum of the two numbers’
logarithms – which are looked up in tables.
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Figure 2.2: Brown’s Mathematical Tables, 1815.

register.[19, pp.106-118] It was a tremendous undertaking. The staff was

divided into three sections: a small number of very high stature

mathematicians, mathematicians of lesser skill referred to as “calculators”,

and a large team of often unskilled labor, trained in elementary arithmetic

specifically for the task4.

The calculation algorithm proceeded in a highly structured manner. The

first team designed the calculations such that they could be executed as simple

arithmetic from pre-calculated intermediate values, creating single-page

worksheets. These were executed by the third, unskilled group, completed

4Many of the latter group were hairdressers, hated symbols of the recently overthrown ancien
rı́egime – aristocracy apparently takes care of its own.
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sheets which were then handed to the second group, who performed checks

upon the work using additional formulae chosen by the first group. The

project was then run twice, so that the two sets of calculations could be

checked against each other. Midway through the project, it was producing 700

results per day. The resulting manuscript, completed in 1801, ran to 18

volumes, containing a total of 4,518,000 table entries consisting of the

logarithms of numbers 1 to 200,000 to fourteen decimal places. (Due to

revolution and French financial troubles the tables were not published until

1891, nearly 100 years after the start of the project.)

Producers and users of mathematical tables were well aware of the

problems involved in producing accurate tables, and better means were

constantly sought. The Industrial Revolution, which began more or less in the

middle of the 18th century, well under way in de Prony’s lifetime, brought

with it attempts at mechanizing calculation. Hints of the beginning of the end

of hand-calculated table creation can be seen, in hindsight, in calculating and

differencing machines beginning to appear in the 18th century. While there

had been earlier machine aids to human calculation (Schickhard 1623;

Leibnitz, 1694; Pascal 1645) these were expensive, required skill to operate,

and in themselves were not substitutes for calculations contained within

mathematical tables. Designs for machines intended for table production,

such as Johann Helfrich Mueller’s printing calculator based upon Leibnitz’

design, and more famously, Babbage’s Difference Engine, began to appear –

the machines themselves as-yet physically unachievable until collective

mechanical ability caught up with desire.[19] By mid-19th century however

machinery apparently capable of real work began to appear. For example, in

1854 the “Scheutz Engine” (Pehr Georg Scheutz) was able to print 120 lines of

a table per hour, and in one instance at least, calculated logarithms of numbers
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1 to 10,000 in just 80 hours.[19, p.130]

These early attempts however were difference machines, not generalized

automatic calculators; they created tabular values by the technique of

differencing, essentially repeated addition to a starting value. Though

developmentally interesting, they are not in themselves very significant to the

production of math tables, due to their limited abilities. Though often listed in

chronologies of computer development, they are in fact a sort of evolutionary

dead end, and did not contribute very much to the history of automatic

computation or math tables.

It wasn’t until the 20th century that machines would being to reliably undo

mankind’s own work creating tables.

2.4 TheWPA’sMathematical Table Project

The final large scale manual creation of mathematical tables was undertaken

by the Work Projects Administration, a government agency that created jobs

for unemployed workers in the United States. The Mathematical Table Project

began in 1937, and produced many special function tables for science and

industry.[19, pp.265-289]

Work was organized in a manner similar to de Prony’s 18th century work.

Two master mathematicians, Arnold Lowan, an immigrant from Romania, and

Gertrude Blanch, a Polish emigré and mathematics PhD who, unable to work

as a mathematician due to her gender, had been working as an office manager.

Blanch had the task of designing procedures and calculations for large

numbers of unskilled workers to perform the simple arithmetic required to

produce a particular table. Many of these workers did not have basic

arithmetic skills and were trained specifically for simple operations. Blanch
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created worksheets with explicit instructions, such as write negative numbers

in red and positive numbers in black. They were allowed to add two red, or

two black numbers together. When faced with numbers of different colors, the

worksheets were handed to the subtraction group.

Figure 2.3: WPA Tables Project, computers working on worksheets.

Blanch’s worksheet method reduced errors to an exceptionally small

number.[19, p.277]

The final step was to punch the resulting table on IBM punched cards,

which could then be sorted with ordinary IBM business machinery, from

which photo-offsets could be created for book publication. The overall

organization of the Project was identical to those used in previous centuries,

with the exception of this equipment, and a very small number of desktop

mechanical adding machines used by the mathematicians.

After the Mathematical Tables Project ended, Blanch moved to the newly

formed Office for Scientific Research and Development, a wartime agency to

coordinate scientific research for the military. She later worked for the Institute
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for Numerical Analysis at University of California, Los Angeles, and was one

of the founders of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). She is

both one of the last (human) computers and one of the first numerical analysts

for electronic computers.[14] Arnold Lowan returned to his teaching post at

New York’s Yeshiva University.

2.5 WorldWar Two

The 20th century followed nearly two centuries of Industrial Revolution, and

very recent revolutions in physics and technology. The half-century before

World War Two brought practical air flight, wireless long-distance electronic

communication, further revolutions in mathematics, quantum physics, and

the beginnings of automated “servo-mechanisms” – machines that make

continuous corrections to their own operation based upon feed-back from

their own actions.

By 1939 Europe was fully embroiled in what was later called the

“information war” of World War Two. War was fought not only on the ground

and in the sea, and in the air: it was crucially fought symbolically, in the form of

electronic information and intentional dis-information, encryption machinery

and radio-location of aircraft and ships. This information war became

fundamental to warfare for all sides; armaments and infantry alone was no

longer sufficient to fight a war.

The discipline of mathematical logic, until this time considered abstract and

without use, of interest only to mathematicians toiling in obscurity, became

suddenly indispensable to British military communications code breakers in

the secret war-time cryptanalytic project that was England’s Bletchley Park.

Vastly outnumbered by their German invaders, England developed highly
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advanced communication and information technologies, and later in the war

would develop what would become the technological basis for digital

calculation machinery: the radio-location of aircraft and ships, called radar.

Until the development of radar, electronics was mainly used for the

reproduction and transmission of sound; to amplify sound, or in radio, the

reproduction of sound over long distances. Radar formulated radio signals

fundamentally differently: as the presence or absence of pulses, symbols

represented by the presence/absence or timing of a brief electrical pulse. This

new concept of information representation would soon have broad

implications for calculating machinery. Radar provided a technique to

manipulate electromagnetic phenomena (radio signals) directly into symbolic

information, electrically represented.[6] (There were other novel

transformations of information representation in electronics at this time; one

notable example is actress Hedy Lamarr’s patented invention of a

frequency-hopping (“spread spectrum”) radio communication system for use

in oceanic torpedoes.)[3]

Computation by machinery and random numbers was deeply interrelated

right from the start of the information war. Largely under the direction of

Oxford mathematician Alan Turing, Bletchley Park built electro-mechanical

machinery to perform mathematical work that can be viewed as “undoing”

apparent randomness. German encryption machinery rendered textual

communication nearly random, then the British machinery attempted (and

more often than not, succeeded) to extract the original information from

random-appearing strings of digits. Many fundamental processes and

techniques were developed that pushed the British to the forefront of

automated computing and mathematics after the war and in particular, to

induce Turing to include many cryptological machine facilities into his
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post-war, 1946 design for a stored-program digital computer.[15]5 Much of this

wartime work remains classified as state secret.

However, most of the cryptological work was done by human computers,

and due to the extremities of war, many woman were recruited. But even

under wartime circumstances women “could not” be hired equal to men; for

example, Joan Clarke, one of four top mathematicians (Alan Turing, Joan

Clarke, Tony Kendrick, Peter Twinn) working in Bletchley Park’s Hut 8, had to

be “promoted” to the lowly rank of linguist just to be hired6 Within the

Bletchley working environment, however, she was treated as a peer amongst

peers by fellow mathematicians.[15, p.195]

Mathematicians in England and the United states, notably including

Turing, Alonzo Church, and extraordinary mathematician John von

Neumann, who fled his native Hungary during World War One and

emigrated to the United States in 1929, were deeply involved in these

developments. Turing and Church made simultaneous major developments in

computability theory in 1936, laying down a theoretical basis for the

computing machinery that was to come within a decade.[15, p.111]

Though concepts of randomness and random numbers had been used in

various disciplines, mainly statistics, it wasn’t until 1940 that western

mathematics had a rigorous theory of randomness, beginning with Alonzo

Church’s 1940 paper “On the concept of a random sequence”.[7]

The needs of radar development (for complex tasks such as tracking an

aircraft across the sky) folded back into computer and information theory in

the form of cybernetics, Norbert Wiener’s work on statistical, closed-loop

servomechanisms for predicting the future path of aircraft.[12] Radar not only

5Turing’s ACE design included a modern set of logical machine instructions (AND, OR,
XOR, . . . ) surprisingly left out of the other contemporary design, von Neumann’s EDVAC.

6She found it amusing that her job application stated ’position: linguist; languages:
none’.[15]
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developed the pulse (digital) electronic techniques required by digital

computers, it contributed many early designs for memory, one of the biggest

obstacles to post-war computer development.[6, p.384]

2.6 Electrons as information

Further, and tangentially pointful to this story, the success of radar depended

on a singular development, the resonant-cavity magnetron, the work of two

British physicists, John Randall and Henry Boot, in February, 1940.[6, p.82]

The magnetron is an electrical device that exploits the complex phenomenon

of electron behavior within a strong magnetic field; it acts as a sort of

electronic whistle, causing the electrons within the magnetron to oscillate and

the extremely radio high frequencies required for usable radar.

What made the magnetron unique was that it was immediately 1000 times

as powerful as earlier devices, and it was physically very rugged and compact.

This single development made radar a practical possibility, and enabled the

British to install complete radar sets in aircraft; they had previously been

restricted to huge land installations.

The physical mechanism within the magnetron was poorly understood;

tremendous energies of chaotic electrons were formed within the device, but

the internal structure of the magnetron, called a resonant cavity (the

“whistle”), induced precise order in electron motion. These orderly electrons

were emitted from the device in very brief pulses, that would travel through

space and reflect off the metal skin of aircraft. It was the processing of these

pulses that became the basic techniques for later high speed, automatic

computing machinery.

And without cavities to resonate within, these electrons remain chaotic and
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incoherent. This part of the phenomena was of no use to radar, but would find

a niche use right after the war, and will become a significant part of this story.

2.7 Information and radiation

Though not directly related to mathematical tables, electronics, information

and related technologies, explorations into the structure of matter and the

development of nuclear technologies will tie into this story in two ways: the

representation of novel data in a unique tabular form, and the generation of a

need for large quantities of random numbers, which will in turn spur

development of automatic computers.

Elsewhere, in the so-far unrelated field of “atomic” (nuclear) physics,

University of California Berkeley’s Radiation Laboratory was using a different

device, Ernest O. Lawrence’s cyclotron, to “smash atoms” – to use the phrase

of the day. The cyclotron accelerated nuclear particles to great speeds in order

to to strike the nucleus of atoms, creating the first artificial element,

technetium, in 1936.[26, p.147] It also created a large number of artificially

radioactive isotopes of the natural elements.

By 1943, Lawrence’s 37-inch cyclotron was producing plutonium – the key

element to the nuclear implosion developing at the then-secret Manhattan

Project at Los Alamos, New Mexico. Ultimately the large quantities of

plutonium needed for bombs was made by semi-robotic machinery at the

Hanford Engineering Works in Richland Washington, but the first tiny

quantities of plutonium were assembled atom by atom with Lawrence’s

distant relative to a magnetron, the cyclotron.[26]

The Manhattan Project work involved fantastically complicated

calculations on the behavior of tremendous numbers of splitting atoms, and
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directly resulted in huge investments in development of automatic calculating

machinery, that will be mentioned later in this paper.

The cyclotron operated in a manner very similar to a magnetron: inside the

device, particles (helium nuclei) are accelerated by an electric field, and

squashed by a fantastically strong magnetic field, are forced to rapidly

circulate until they are emitted and strike a target. Occasionally the particle

would strike the nucleus of a target atom, breaking it into two smaller atoms;

less frequently the helium nuclei would “stick” and form an atom of larger

mass; this is how the artificial elements were obtained. These isotopes – atoms

of a given element but having a differing number of neutrons in the nucleus –

were often unstable, spontaneously emitting particles at differing rates until

eventually stable – it became clear to the scientific community that all of these

isotopes needed documenting.

Earlier, in 1935, Italian physicist Giorgio Fea had begun publishing

compilations of known isotopes in

Tabelle Riassuntive E Bibliografia delle Trasmutazioni Artificiali. Glenn

Seaborg and fellow colleagues of Lawrence’s at Berkeley augmented this by

publishing their own Table of Radionulides (’nuclide’ being more or less

equivalent to ’isotope’) in 1940, later renamed to the current Table of Isotopes,

incorporating Fea’s and similar data, in what has since become an ongoing

communal work in the long standing tradition of mathematical tables.[11,

p.xiii]

The Table of Isotopes is a very large table (as of 1996 comprised of some

3000 printed pages) of another sort, a compilation of found, measured, or

discovered, rather than calculated, information. This sort of table has as long a

history as calculated tables, but has been of rather mundane genesis. The

Table of Isotopes, however, is a work unto itself, related to this larger history,
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and will be covered in it’s own section later in this paper.

Figure 2.4: A portion of the Compact Isotope Table, right lobe.

2.8 Mechanical production of tables: ENIAC

A compelling need for mechanically-computed tables arose during the war,

and it was not necessarily for collective benefit.

When a new artillery gun was designed, it could not be deployed until a set

of working tables was created that accounted for the “ballistics problem” of

how to aim the gun. The Aberdeen Ballistics Laboratory within Aberdeen

Proving Ground was responsible for ballistics work. The tables had to account

for the relatively obvious factors of shell mass, explosive charge and firing

angle, but also the highly complex effects of air drag on the shell. Each gun
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needed 2000 to 4000 tables each, and using state of the art electro-mechanical

differential analyzers of the era, 750 hours (30 days) of computation time was

required once a gun prototype was available.[13, p.138].

It was for this problem that the U.S. Army funded John Mauchly, J. Presper

Eckert, and Arthur Burks’ ENIAC7 all-electronic calculator design. ENIAC

construction began during the war, in 1943, but was not operational until 1946,

the year after the war ended. ENIAC never did calculate ballistics tables.

However, the U.S. Army used ENIAC for various research projects, and

hosted many external (non-Army) problems.

Immediately after the war, John von Neumann performed nuclear bomb

simulation studies on ENIAC, including early fundamental investigations into

random numbers.

Figure 2.5: ENIAC programmers Gloria Gorden, Ester Gerston.

7Acronym for “Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator”.
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2.9 “Explosive driven metal systems”

By the middle of World War Two, the single largest program of the American

side of the war was starting: the secret project to develop an explosive device

based upon the unique properties of certain radioactive metals, notably

uranium and plutonium, code-named Manhattan Project. The scale of the

project was unprecedented; within two years it had a budget and industrial

capability comparable to the entire American automobile industry. The

Manhattan Project was based in three major locations: Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

where materials for the uranium bomb were produced using techniques based

upon Lawrence’s cyclotron, the Hanford Engineering Works site in Richland

Washington, where semi-robotic machinery was “breeding” plutonium in a

special reactor, and Los Alamos, New Mexico, home of the Theoretical Group

in charge of bomb design, and testing and assembling of the plutonium bomb

was done.[26]

Determining the behavior of radioactive metal isotopes under the

conditions required to sustain the runaway chain reaction that causes the

explosive release of energy required unheard of amounts of mathematical

computation. Los Alamos “borrowed” most of the known calculating

machinery in existence at the time; Vannevar Bush’s differential analyzers,

IBM’s Relay Calculators and many others.

By 1943, John von Neumann was deeply involved with the Theoretical

Group designing and simulating nuclear bombs, and after hearing of ENIAC’s

soon-to-be abilities (333 multiplications per second) from ENIAC project

supervisor Herman Goldstine, he quickly set up a relationship between

ENIAC home Aberdeen Laboratory and the Theoretical Group to secure

future computing resources for bomb work.[13, pp.180-182]

The holy grail of the Manhattan Project’s Theoretical Group’s work with
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simulations8 was runaway fissioning, or splitting apart, of the atoms of

plutonium. Calculation coupled with physical experimentation, both in Los

Alamos (the open-air Godiva test device; two hemispheres of plutonium were

physically brought together to measure criticality, the point of “runaway”

fissioning) and in the Alamagordo desert (plutonium test bomb code-named

Trinity, 15 July 1945), resulted in a successful implosion device.

Figure 2.6: Early “Godiva” criticality test device.

World War Two ended, of course, with the untested9 uranium bomb

8Specifically, for determining the lifetime of neutrons within a dynamic mass of plutonium
or other isotope, in order to predict and maximize the runaway explosive fission process.

9The success of the uranium bomb was so certain that it was not even tested before use.
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dropped on the city of Hiroshima on 6 August 1945, killing half its population,

followed by the “experimental” plutonium bomb dropped on the city of

Nagasaki three days later, when the original target city of Kokura was found

covered in clouds and smoke.

The Los Alamos scientists and mathematicians knew that higher yield

implosion devices based on this earlier, “crude” plutonium bomb were

possible. But they also knew that it would require, amongst other things,

high-speed electronic computers and “large numbers of quality” random

digits to develop. These resources would not be available until after the war

was over.

Immediately after the war, the Theoretical Group’s computer research effort

led to the development of a number of automatic computers, notably

MANIAC, first operational in 1952.[21, pp.460-463].

Figure 2.7: Lois Cook (Leurgans), exceptional MANIAC programmer.
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2.10 The long, cold, war

At the end of World War Two, soldiers went home, survivors buried the dead

and rebuilt cities, and industry went back to business as usual. But for some,

the war did not really end; it merely switched into a long, cold mode. The

Cold War continued work that had begun during the war, increasing research

on uranium and plutonium bombs, and the calculating machinery that was a

crucial part of that project.

Central to the mathematical techniques used to predict the behavior of

uranium, plutonium and other metal isotopes were the new Monte Carlo

statistical techniques for the characterization of the uncountable number of

nuclei in a mass of metal was a need for large quantities of random numbers.

Though the idea of “Monte Carlo” techniques10 is commonly attributed to

John von Neumann, it was initially the idea of mathematician Stanislaw Ulam,

a Polish war escapee invited by von Neumann to work in Los Alamos’

Theoretical Group, to work on nuclear chain reaction calculations for building

fission bombs (and later, co-designer of the Teller-Ulam plutonium fusion

bombs in the arsenal today).

In a 1987 interview, Ulam wrote

“The first thoughts and attempts I made to practice [the Monte

Carlo method] were suggested by a question which occurred to me

in 1946 as I was convalescing from an illness and playing solitaires.

The question was what are the chances that a Canfield solitaire laid

out with 52 cards will come out successfully? . . . Later... [in 1946, I ]

described the idea to John von Neumann and we began to plan

actual calculations”.[10]

10The name “Monte Carlo” referring to the casino built by Prince Charles III in the less-than-
one-square-mile country of Monaco.
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By 1947 von Neumann concluded that “the statistical approach is very well

suited to a digital treatment” and submitted a plan for simulation of the

nuclear chain reaction to the Theoretical Division leader, Robert Richtmyer,

which was the first formulation of a Monte Carlo simulation for a digital

computer.

This coupling of randomness and the new stored-program digital

computers was peculiar to at least two wartime (and cold-war) concerns:

cryptography and nuclear bomb simulations. Therefore features of computers

of particular use to those fields appear only in designs originated or related to

those fields.11

The years 1945 to 1948 are critically interesting to this history. The end of

World War Two in 1945, though it meant the loss of the nearly limitless cash to

key industrial players, also meant the freedom to exploit technologies

developed during the war for commercial ends – and for some, to exploit and

maintain war-time connections with military government for the looming

long, cold, war.

2.11 RAND and the ColdWar

With the end of World War Two came the end of wartime project funding for

industrial contractors, and Douglas Aircraft, like most other large-scale

contractors had it’s income and production scaled back.

In 1946, a policy group existing within Douglas Aircraft split off to form the

non-profit policy institute RAND Corporation (originally, Project Rand), “an

institute founded and supported by the [U.S.] Air Force” Project Rand was

11I have an as yet incomplete paper analyzing first-generation computer instruction sets for
their designers self-knowledge of the implications of stored-program; it is not clear that all
were aware of the ramifications obvious today; many of them considered their machines to be
simply fast arithmetic calculators.
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originally formed to continue the interests of the U.S. Air Force, specifically

“The Strategic Bombing Project”, to study American actions in case of

(presumably, nuclear) war, and “Air Defense of U.S. Project”, a plan for

defense, presumably for nuclear attack upon the U.S. They soon expanded

beyond these initial military tasks; they like to point out that their first

publication was “Preliminary Design of an Experimental World-Circling

Spaceship” (itself with obvious “defense” use).[18, pp.232-233][24]

“RAND had a need for large quantities of high quality random numbers

from the very start” and in 1947 they embarked on a project to produce them,

culminating nearly a decade later in RAND’s

A Million Random Digits and 100,000 Normal Deviates book.[5][25] Though

the specific “need” or needs are not stated in any of these early documents, the

new Monte Carlo mathematical techniques, recently proposed by John von

Neumann, for research into nuclear bombs required large quantities of high

quality random numbers. The JOHNNIAC computer, one of the first

successful large scale American computers, was built by RAND, and named

after John von Neumann, and that both intimately involved in bomb

simulations, it seems clear that bomb calculations were a “need”.

The technique chosen by RAND bridges traditional, manual means of

generating “randomness” with the new electronic information technologies, as

illustrated by the description of the technique from the “Million Random

Digits” book:

“The random digits in the book were produced by

re-randomization of a basic table generated by an electronic

roulette wheel. Briefly, a random frequency pulse source,

providing on average about 100,000 pulses per second12, was gated

12Counting reliably 100,000 pulses per second was quite “state of the art” in the late 1940’s.
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about once per second by a constant frequency pulse. . . . In

principle the machine was a 32-place roulette wheel which made,

on average, about 3000 revolutions per trial and produced one

number per second.”[25]

From this one can imagine discussions of predictions of a roulette wheel in

casino gaming, such as at Monte Carlo.

The “electronic roulette wheel” device was constructed for RAND by

Douglas Aircraft, based upon a suggestion by Cecil Hastings, one of the

original RAND mathematicians.[5, p.1][30, p.89] Earlier RAND papers more

specifically named the “random frequency pulse source” as a “random noise

generator”. The specifics of this noise generator are discussed in detail in a

section below.[4]

The digits thus produced were stored on some 20,000 punched IBM cards,

50 digits to a card, and all processing and testing was done on

electromechanical tabulating and calculating machinery. No “computer” in

the modern sense was used (or even existed in the United States at that time.)

The final print-ready output was done on an IBM Cardatype machine, similar

to the process used before the war in the Work Project Administration’s

Mathematical Tables Project.

It was quite a substantial undertaking, three months of “roulette wheel”

operation required to produce the digits alone, followed by two years of

testing.[30] The testing was done by computers – human, and usually women,

very often highly skilled mathematicians rarely employed as such due to their

gender; somewhat unusual for the time, mathematician Bernice Brown, who

performed quality tests on the million random digits, and wrote one of the

earliest papers on the project, is both author of one of the earliest technical

papers on the million random digits and listed as personnel of the
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Mathematics Division of 1950, and receives appropriate mention in a recent

RAND history.[4][30, p.38,p.88]

A project principle, George Brown remarks about the million random digit

project in a 1949 history, in a humorous but understated way characteristic of

RAND:

“My own personal hope is that we won’t have to build any more

random number generators.”[5]

The A Million Random Digits and 100,000 Normal Deviates book was

finally published in 1955, eight years after the start of the project. It remains in

print today, as well as downloadable on the internet, and is still a major source

of quality random numbers.

2.12 The death of mathematical tables

At this time in the story, and into the 1970’s, mathematical tables were still

published in nearly every physics reference book; but it is here in this brief

post-war period, before the automatic, electronic, stored-program, digital

computer appears, that the discipline of mathematical tables begins to die.[23,

pp.1-365]

It is interesting to note that the thought-experiment mechanism by which

Alan Turing made the crucial point in his well-known 1936 paper, “On

computable numbers, with an application to the Entscheidungsproblem”

involved examining an “infinite” two-dimensional table and extracting from it

strings of numbers not represented in the table, by reading it diagonally. The

examination involved a thought-experiment machine that performed

examinations using a pre-determined set of instructions stored on a ’tape’ (the
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Figure 2.8: Chemical Rubber Co. Physics Handbook, 1960.

turing machine).13 Turing further expanded the machine such that the set of

instructions itself was a table modifiable by a machine – the universal turing

machine.[28].

In 1958 Maurice Wilkes, builder and designer of the first operating

stored-program computer (EDSAC, 1949), was appointed Chairman of the

Royal Society Mathematical Tables Committee, formed in 1873, and charged

with the national production of quality mathematical tables by the British

Association for the Advancement of Science.

Wilkes’ first task as chairman was to discuss the very future of the Tables

Committee. His report found that the “the good work of the Mathematical

Tables Committee and other had ensured that most of the fundamental tables

likely to be need by desk [calculating] machine operators had already been

13The highest honor a mathematician can receive within their field is to be lower-cased; their
name synonymous with a fundamental concept of their invention.
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published”, but more crucially, he concluded[19, p.259]

As much as I admire the work done by the Committee in the past I

cannot feel enthusiastic about embarking on a future programme of

tabulating functions of which individual values can be obtained by

a digital computer in a few milliseconds.[19, p.259]

Wilkes was the Tables Committee’s last chairman; the Committee was

dissolved in 1965.

Originally a thought ’machine’ derived from tables, used to produce tables

by machine, stored-program computers were the final undoing of human

production of mathematical tables.

For millennia, table production had nearly always been a communal

enterprise; the scale of the work involved, when done by human calculators,

practically requires it. Half a century ago, the work reduced to that of an

individual; and soon thereafter, to a silent anonymous act within a machine.

2.12.1 “Lookup” tables

The concept of calculated tables is hardly dead however. They continue to have

an analogous effort-saving function within automatic computers. Though

many, or most, computers have the computational resources to calculate the

value of a function when needed, there are still many instances where that is

not practical. In real-time control systems, or within computers constrained in

size or power source, there may be insufficient resources to calculate, or to

calculate quickly enough, complex functions. Occasionally it is just deemed

“easier” by the computer’s human programmer that a table-lookup technique

has one or many advantages over calculation. Tables can contain partial

pre-calculated results or adjustment factors to complex non-linear calculations.
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The other sort of table, that of found or pre-determined data, are of course

used. A good example are tables of characters used in human languages such

as an alphabet. There are agreed-upon standards for the numbering of the

letters ABCDE · · · used to represent written languages within electronic

computers.

2.13 Table of Isotopes

As mentioned in an earlier section, the Table of Isotopes is a table, but of a

non-mathematical kind. Taxonomically it may be in the same category as

census tracts or mortality tables, but for many reasons is not only unique, but

related to my larger concern. It is also tremendously large, complicated, and to

my mind, beautiful.

It is of interest here not for it’s direct relation to computation or

mathematical tables, but in it’s role as abstract representation of the

radioactive activities and properties of matter; it is distantly related to

computation in that ’pulse’ techniques, used to count energetic particles

emitted my decaying radioactive isotopes, was a major contributor to pulse

techniques in radar. The graphical images within the Table of Isotopes feeds

forward into the Rocks and Code installation as a way of illustrating the

invisible behavior amongst passive rocks in a remote landscape.

Unlike calculated tables, it seems certain that this type of table will remain

with us, as a compilation of knowledge, often, as in this case, communally

created knowledge.

The Table of Isotopes, or TOI as it is often called, attempts to document

every combination of isotope decay state transition.[11] Briefly, “elements” are

defined by the number of protons in their nucleus; hydrogen 1, uranium 92.
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Nuclei also contain neutrons, the number of neutrons varies, though most

elements have a “stable” count. Isotope refers to an element with a particular

number of neutrons; hydrogen has six isotopes, with one to six neutrons, but

always one proton; one proton being the definition for hydrogen.

Attempting to fit a nuclear physics course into one paragraph: unstable

nuclei have too much mass (extra neutron(s)), which is the same as too much

energy. Being unstable, they emit energy in fixed sized packets, called quanta.

As they emit a particle/packet of energy, they “drop down” to a lower energy

level. This process repeats until the nuclei is stable.

At any particular energy level, for any particular isotope, there are fixed

possible choices for emitting a quanta of energy. Given that there are over 3100

isotopes of the naturally-occurring and man-made elements, there are

countless millions of possible state changes.

They are graphically rendered in the TOI, in a beautiful yet rigorous

graphical style.

Figure 2.9: TOI partial table for uranium.

The book contents were compiled by hand until then-editor Mike Lederer

began using stored-program computers for facilitating publication in for the
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sixth edition of the TOI in 1965. By 1978 it was composed using “desktop

publishing”14

It is not clear to me what tasks this book would be used for. The data in the

book was compiled into a database, the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File

(ENSDF) in the late 1970’s, and that is used in spectroscopy for identifying

peaks in spectrograph data, amongst other things.

The TOI is an eminent example of a communal work; it cites 24,000

references, and over the decades cites thousands of contributors, some

hundred in the current table alone.

Recent issues of the TOI are furnished with a copy of the tables on

CD-ROM; it is from this that the installation’s background video was made.

2.14 Table of F Coefficients

This very obscure title is included as an example of an interim table, the

historically momentary need of a machine created table for human

consumption. It is pure calculation, of the sort Babbage’s Analytical Engine

would have been proud to compute. The introductory paragraph will have to

suffice for explanation:

This report contains an extensive tabulation of a function of five

arguments, known as the F coefficient, which occurs in the

theoretical formulas for the angular correlation between successive

nuclear radiations, especially γ − γ and α − γ double cascades. The

computations were carried out on the UNIVAC at the AEC

computing facility at New York University. . . . “[20, p.1]

14It must have been one hell of a desktop; the 1996 book contains 3200 pages in two four-
inch-thick volumes.
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Figure 2.10: F Coefficients table; cover and sample page.

Note that “UNIVAC” is a manufacturer’s brand name, not the name of a

single computer model; but since the entire production of UNIVAC computers

between 1951 and 1958 is 58 units, one could get by with such casualty.

2.15 The RAND Million Random Digits book

As I stated earlier, when I accidentally found myself with a copy of this book,

the RAND Corporation’s

A Million Random Digits with 100,000 Normal Deviates – a number of ideas

immediately started connecting for me. However, others have found humor in

the very name; I hadn’t thought anything was funny about it until someone I

casually mentioned the book to giggled at the title. I was not the first. Willis

H. Ware writes in “RAND and the Information Evolution” about the book’s

1955 publication:
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There are several anecdotes connected with the random digits,

many of them because of the second part of its name normal

deviates – which (of course) refers to the Gaussian deviates of

mathematical statistics. Among them are the following.

• A reference librarian catalogued the book under abnormal

psychology.

• A military officer asserted, “I wouldn’t touch that with a 10 foot

pole; I cant risk my clearance.”

• A pundit proclaimed, “There is no such thing as a normal

deviate.”[30, p.90]

2.16 About the physical book

I view RAND’s 1955 publication of A Million Random Digits as a milestone;

though commonly used tables of logarithms and other important functions

were largely hand calculated, centuries of corrections rendered them largely

error free.

By this time, mechanical reproduction via print of books and tables was long

routine, but their creation was still via manual human effort, as the WPA

project shows. A major reason this RAND book is unique is that for the first

time a large scale table was both created and photo-offset directly by machine.

A very telling sentence in the book reveals much:

These tables were reproduced by photo-offset from pages printed

by the IBM model 856 Cardatype. Because of the very nature of the

tables, it did not seem necessary to proofread every page of the

final manuscript in order to catch random errors of the

Cardatype.[25, p.xii]
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Considering the effort of past centuries, where proofreading and

corrections was itself an undertaking as large as table production, one can read

this as confidence with a small amount of humor.

Figure 2.11: A portion of a random page from the “Random Digits” book.

2.17 instructions for use as magical rite

As might be expected, the very point of a typical math table is to find an exact

value x for some function x = f (y) where y is known. The instructions for the

use of a typical math table are rigorous and algorithmic; there is one, or very

few, correct ways to use a given table. One generally locates the nearest y in

the table, with various methods to interpolate when the precise value of y is

not present.

It should be obvious that for identical values of y, the exact same procedure

is used, and one should expect the exact same outcome each time the table is
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used.

Using the RAND book is similar only in that it is tabular. The instructions

are suggestive rather than prescriptive, and have as their explicit intent that

you do not use the table the same way each time.

The lines of the digit table are numbered from 00000 to 19999. In

any use of the table, one should first find a random starting

position. A common procedure for doing this is to open the book to

an unselected page of the digit table and blindly choose a five-digit

number; this number with the first digit reduced modulo 2

determines the starting line; the two digits to the right of the

initially selected five- digit number are reduced modulo 50 to

determine the starting column in the starting line. To guard against

the tendency of books to open repeatedly at the same page and the

natural tendency of a person to choose a number toward the center

of the page: every five-digit number used to determine a starting

position should be marked and not used a second time for this

purpose.[25, p.xxii-xxiii]

Further suggestions on use make clear the unusual manner in which the

tables are to be used:

Ordinarily, the table is read in the same direction as a book is read;

however, the size of the table may be effectively increased by

varying the direction in which it is read. Thus, one may read

columns instead of lines, may read the table backward, may read

lines forward but pages from bottom to top, etc. Of course, care

must be taken in using these devices to avoid introducing
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correlations when the table is used more than once on the same

problem.[25, p.xxiii]

This undoing of rigor (or a rigorous way to go about work unpredictably) is

utterly novel, then and now. Juxtaposed against millennia of mathematical

table creation, production and use, it almost seems like a joke, or a punny

insult to previous table makers. Clearly this is a table of a different sort than

typical math tables; but it’s existence, both for its unusual content, and it’s

automatic production, signals a fundamental change in a long history, a

change in kind, not simply of technological in-kind refinement.

The book was published by The Free Press (Glencoe Illinois), which until

fairly recently “was considered one of the few bastions of political

conservatism among large commercial publishers”, according to the New York

Times (9 April 2001).[29] The Free Press published many of RAND’s early

research; a sampling of titles includes Psychosis and Civilization (1953),

Soviet Military Doctrine (1953), A Study of Bolshevism (1953) and many

others.

2.18 RAND’s noise generator

The information presented in RAND’s Million Random Digits book was

neither calculated, as in traditional mathematical tables, nor was it gathered,

collected or cataloged as in other tables, such as the Table of Isotopes. For the

random digits table, a new source of (non-)information was needed – one that

would not have any bias towards coherence or order, but a source of pure

chaos.

Electronic noise is inherent in all electronic devices, and is often a

fundamental limit in detecting and amplifying weak signals from radio, radar,
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and other technologies. Noise was sometimes created intentionally for test

purposes. But the creation of digital “noise” within the rigorous restrictions

needed to generate large numbers of random numbers was novel.

RAND’s “electronic roulette wheel”, developed by Douglas Aircraft for

RAND sometime in 1946, was based upon an undesirable side effect of the

behavior of electrons travelling between the elements of a gas-filled electron

tube device that had been used for generating noise for testing radio receivers

and the like.

Briefly, an electron tube is a device that controls the movement of electrons,

the elementary particle whose effects are exploited in electricity, between

metal elements within an evacuated glass envelope. The source of electrons is

generally a metal-oxide heated to incandescence with a small, internal, electric

heater. Many of the principles involved have been known for centuries, but it

was investigations into the make up of matter that spurred “discovery” and

development of specific techniques and materials needed to make and

understand them (theory lagged behind practical use nearly 50 years). The

first recognizable (in hindsight) electron tubes appeared late in the nineteen

century; “cathode ray” (Braun, 1897), diode (Fleming, 1904) then triode (De

Forest, 1903).[27, p.2] It was the triode that exhibited what is known as

“gain”15 that enabled the modern vision of electronics. In the nearly

half-century before their invention and RAND’s Random Number project,

electron tubes were developed into a global art, science and industry16 with

thousands of types, for functions as diverse as subminiature types for human

hearing aids to automobile-size power tubes for television transmitter stations.

Electron tubes were also used as logical elements in wartime cybernetic

15When a small electric current is able to proportionately control a larger electric current the
ratio of small to large is called “gain”. It is quite analogous to leverage.

16Annual United States production of electron tubes in 1952 was 400 million devices, and
climbing.[27, p.4]
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equipment, and for the first generation of electronic computers.

A type of tube colloquially known as “gas tubes” were commonly used for

precise regulation of voltages; a rarefied gas inside the tube accords it

advantageous non-linear properties. Often called “voltage regulator” tubes

for this reason, it was a gas tube that was used by RAND for their random

digit generator.

The behavior of electrons within electron tubes is highly complex, and well

outside the scope of this paper. It will suffice to generally describe the

circumstances inside the tube. Electrical noise is generated by all electronic

devices, electron tube or modern silicon semiconductor. In general, efforts are

made to minimize noise and its effects. However, when subjected to an

external magnetic field, and precisely aligned, the largely organized flow of

electrons through the tube becomes wildly chaotic and unpredictable – it

becomes testably random. Under the operating conditions in a typical

noise-generator circuit of the era, tube type 6D4 was operated at a current of 5

milliamperes; approximately 3.12x10e16 electrons passed through the tube

every second17.[17]

This was apparently determined entirely experimentally; I have not found

any reference to a root experiment, and no reference to any theory of behavior

within a decade of the RAND random number project. From the sound of the

language in the technical papers, it appears that word of mouth or an

as-yet-unfound conference paper was the means of communication.

The values of the magnetic field, load resistance, and operating

current were chosen after a systematic study of the effects of these

variables on the noise spectrum. The effect of the magnetic field on

the spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. A flux density of 375 gauss was

17One ampere equals 6.24210e18 electrons per second.
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Figure 2.12: 6D4 tube; noise tube apparatus, 1947[17].

chosen to give the maximum high-frequency noise consistent with

[. . . ] and compact construction of the permanent magnet [. . . ] It

was found desirable to use a load resistance of about 20,000 ohms,

since the higher values have little effect on the noise spectrum and

lower values reduce the level and shift the maximum in the

spectrum to lower frequencies.[17, p.876]

I was able to find many references in year 1946 to this phenomenon and

others, but none before that year.[22][17][1] It is certain that the type 6D4

device was introduced during World War Two (the “miniaturized” glass

envelope housing it was first produced during the war) making earliest use in

1942 likely.

The exact configuration of RAND’s electronic noise generator apparatus

was apparently not recorded, though Ware reveals that it was “A gas-discharge

voltage-regulator tube, a common tube widely used in regulated power

supplies” in a statement of dubious confidence.[30, p.89] No matter though,
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noise generator circuits of the era all appear to derive from one circuit.18

2.19 Why this matters

I find it fascinating that this juncture of the actual and the unknown, an

event-horizon between the tangible and the limits of knowledge, was used as

a basis for decision making, for discerning order from disorder at such a

fundamental level. This unknown was characterized, then trusted. The general

procedure (characterization; description; testing and documentation; result a

basis for proceeding further) is common enough in science, however the

particular position that this technology was placed – in it’s oracular function

for bomb studies and cryptography – makes it unique in stature.

The very results RAND obtained in 1947 are still in use today; that

particular oracle remains trustworthy. The very fact that it is deemed external

to human influence is what imbues it with trust.

2.20 Other sources of randomness

The noise tube was not the only source of noise, or randomness, available at

the time. It wasn’t even the best, or the first; but it was the easiest to manage.

The other favored system of electronically exploitable chaos was

radioactive decay.

Radioactive decay as a source of exploitable randomness has an anecdotal

history that goes back to at least 1945, and most of these were proposed

explicitly within a computation context.

18We can take Ware’s statement for fact, that an ’ordinary gas diode’ was used, even though
nearly all gas tube noise generators of the era used a 6D4 triode (three-element) tube: the third
element (grid) was connected to the cathode, turning it into a diode.
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As mentioned earlier, Alan Turing, deeply involved in crucial wartime

cryptography research, towards the end of the war, wrote and published his

“Proposed Electronic Calculator”, generally referred to as the “ACE Report”

of 1945, a design for an electronic stored-program computer. Though the

extremely advanced design was based upon his wartime work and experience

building high-speed automatic digital (but non-computer) machinery at

Bletchley Park, wartime secrecy prevented any mention of this prior work.

Critically, Turing’s ACE design contained “logical” instructions not included

in von Neumann’s EDVAC report. Though there was no direct mention of a

physical source of randomness in “ACE Report”, in his 20 February 1947

lecture on the A.C.E. states:

[Statistical estimates could be obtained by] “. . . controlling it by

some random element, some electronic roulette wheel” [8, p.391]

Turing also theorizes on the source of free will within the human brain, and

suggests that

“A machine which is to imitate a brain must appear to behave as if

it had free will, and it may well be asked how this is to be achieved.

One possibility is to make it’s behavior depend on something like a

roulette wheel or a supply of radium” [8, pp.484-485]

Max Newman stated that “Turing has a deep-seated conviction that the real

brain has a ”roulette wheel“ somewhere in it.”[8, p.478]

Turing makes references to the “roulette wheel” in other passages on the

brain and free will, in addition to computation by machine, though I can find

no further technical details, especially implementation, in anything related to

Turing or ACE.
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Turing wasn’t the only one to propose such a thing. Andrew and Kathleen

Booth, in their 1956 book on their APE(X)C computer, have a section on

random numbers and their use (in programming) their machine

It is frequently necessary for a computer to be able to select a

random number, particularly when the calculation is based upon

one of the so-called Monte Carlo methods. Several methods are

available to give access to random numbers; thus, a special

generator based upon a radioactive source or a noise-diode can be

made the basis for a physical generator. . . “[2, p.]

The authors then go on to discount a ’physical generator’ on the basis of

cost; the RAND book having been published the previous year, perhaps they

caught on to the hidden complexity and costs of such an undertaking. They go

on to mention von Neumann’s early “middle squares” and other techniques

for producing pseudo-random numbers, concluding that “unfortunately no

theoretical investigation has been successful.”

The last example I will include in this paper is my personal favorite, from

the eternally optimistic 1962 “Computer Handbook” but Harry Huskey and

Granino Korn, which was the source of inspiration for my own random

number generator.

2.21 Radioactive noise source in the literature

A canonical computer text of the Cold War period, Huskey and Korn’s 1962

Computer Handbook, encompasses the latest technologies from the post-war

period to its own present; the 600+ page book is neatly and optimistically

divided into ANALOG and DIGITAL sections.[16] It is rife with

consequences-be-damned (more likely, consequences entirely unconsidered)
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technologies, and contains hundreds of articles, such as simple nuclear reactor

(“atomic pile”) simulations, missile guidance, business management, and

many others.

One such article describes a design for a “random telegraph wave”19

random noise generator that was based upon radioactive decay.[16, p.3-81]

3.3.19. Noise Generator Employing Radioactive Sources. In Fig.

3.3.22a a self-quenched Geiger-Mueller counter tube activated by a

small radioactive source triggers a bistable multivibrator at each

count to produce a random telegraph wave. . . “[16, p.3-81]

The random number generator in my Rocks and Code installation is based

upon this technique due to its resonances with the entangled history of

twentieth century computation and nuclear physics and further connections to

uranium mining and the human body.

But for the moment to complete the technical aspect of random number

generation, the phenomenon of radioactive decay of natural elements as a

source of randomness has a solid theoretical basis:

Counting of radioactive events is especially well suited for

explaining problems arising in connection with uncorrelated

(random) uncertainties because radioactive decay is an entire

random process and the measurement of the accompanying

radiation is done by counting. Remember, counting is the only the

of measurement without the need for a standard. All radioactive

nuclei of one kind will have the same decay probability. In

addition, it is not possible for radioactive nuclei to exchange

19A “telegraph wave” is a two-level (binary) electrical signal that switches between the
two states, randomly in time, “telegraph” being a contemporaneously universal technological
description standard.
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information – they cannot “know” whether another nucleus has

decayed or not20 – so the radioactive decay of one nucleus is

independent of all other nuclei.

and in addition

Radioactive decay is random in time; in those cases where all

nuclei have random orientation, the emission or radiation is also

random in space. Both aspects make radiation from radioactive

sources arrive at the detector position randomly in time.[9, p.33]

20Though I rely on this, I do not actually believe it to be correct. Some nuclei do “know” –
when one of the particles released by a decaying nucleus strikes it. This often leads directly to
fissioning or absorption and the subsequent caused release of a particle. This will however be
extremely rare, but decidedly not zero.
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3 Project overview

In my installation, especially the center piece, the Atomic Number Generator

(ANG), I incorporate key concepts from the events and artifacts outlined

above, with the ’oracle’ aspect of the random digit generator as the focal point.

The ANG is intended to put a tangible work at the intersection of two

boundaries:

• the juxtaposition of often beautiful hand made artifacts and intellectual

work of great (if often arcane) intellectual beauty to do what is often

harmful destructive work;

• and invisible (to human senses) phenomena at the boundary of thought and

physical existence, in this case the “detection” and human interpretation of

physical phenomena, radioactive decay.

The task I set for myself was to construct an oracle, in a personal, scientific,

and “magical”1 sense, that was tied to the land (earth) yet embodying a set of

scientific and aesthetic assumptions and choices. I want the results to hinge on

actuality, not simulation. I want this machine to be as trustworthy as the

original (whatever that might mean) in the same rigorous manner that

RAND’s Million Random Digits book provides.

Flanked by images of a recent (April 2009) scene from a Grants, New

Mexico landscape, showing a likely origin for the radioactive rock in the

installation, the ANG makes numbers extracted invisibly from the rock

audible in two ways. Somewhat directly, a Geiger counter makes audible the

event of a high-energy particle released by the rock that passes through the

1I use the word intentionally vaguely, that may include definitions recognized as paranormal
(outside laws of science), witchcraft, in the sense of a folk ideology; magic as illusion; and I
specifically will not state any relation to it’s use in psychology (“magical thinking”).
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detector tube mounted directly over it. Each “click” from the built-in

loudspeaker represents the path of one particle of sufficient energy generating

an electrical pulse within the detector tube. Secondly, less directly, those clicks

form the basis for the generation of random decimal digits, which are uttered,

vocally, by an ancillary box, the Model 31 Vocalizer.

This installation approaches from askance the ongoing environmental

legacy of the uranium mining, nuclear research, and our urban distance from

the rural landscapes from which nuclear materials are extracted at great cost.

Over two hundred million tons of toxic uranium ore was extracted from the

American Southwest, most of it from New Mexico, and much of that from that

Grants area. During the “uranium boom”, which followed World War Two,

mines large and small were created without oversight, by entities ranging

from individual would-be miners to national corporations. Most of these

mines were simply abandoned when the boom ended, leaving the Grants area

pocked with aerosol (wind-borne) toxic dust, toxic metal salts in wells, and

physically dangerous pits, tunnels and holes.

Two of the larger sites in the Grants area (out of 24, U.S.-wide) are being or

have been, “remediated”, more specifically, this process attempts to contain

contaminating materials by plowing remaining ore, contaminated equipment,

buildings, and trash into piles and covered with rocks and dirt.

On a recent trip to Grants, New Mexico to gather materials for this project, I

found two remediated mines behind barbed wire. I was unable to reach any of

the abandoned mines I was able to seek out, because they are all on locked and

fenced ranch land, now; as recently as 20 years ago padlocks were uncommon,

and access was had by simply closing the cattle gate behind you. Seemingly

“urban” concerns of liability, theft and vandalism have closed off access once

available.
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Today, there is only one uranium mine operating in the Grants area. The

price of uranium ore has been too low to overcome objections to mining, but

this could change with evolving global energy issues.2

I do not know if the two radioactive rocks I have were mined at Grants, but

it is likely because I obtained them in Los Alamos, New Mexico and rocks

generally do not travel far. In the installation is a single, fist-sized rock, about 8

ounces in weight. Radiological measurements are very complicated, too much

so to cover here, and safety factors involve many aspects, mostly intensity and

time. But for a relative measure, this one small rock, one inch from its surface,

from an area the size of a U. S. quarter dollar, is emitting 33,000 times the

background radiation at my house in Los Angeles (approximately

0.2mR/hour).

33,000 times sea-level background radiation, plus metals toxicity, from one

fist sized rock. What of a yard, or an entire landscape covered in such debris?

And a lifetime spent near it?

Before mining began, these rocks were mainly below the surface, and those

at the surface were weathered over aeons of time. Mining brought them to the

surface, but the manner in which this was done was wholly irresponsible.

“Hard rock” mining, done with explosives and large machinery, generates

huge amounts of dust, laden with metals both chemically toxic and

radioactive. Local, mostly native, miners were told nothing of the additional

dangers and given no appropriate safety equipment.

Remediation is ongoing at a few of the accessible sites relatively close to

populated areas, only 8 miles from the small town of Milan, New Mexico.

One, belonging to the Homestead Mining Corporation, under remediation at

present, is the subject of the video projected directly behind the ANG in the

2The Bush administration reissued several uranium mining leases in August, 2008.
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installation, flanked on each side by contiguous stills of the landscape. The

video is largely still, the only motion that of wind; beautiful cloud light

patterns move across the desert shrubs. Overlaying the “dynamic” landscape

video are some 14,400 images from the “Table of Isotopes” book/table,

conveniently representing, graphically, the decay of isotopes, many of which

are occurring within and about the containment. The most obvious real

activity visible in the video are many large and continuous fountains of water

being sprayed over the man-made containment mound, the mound itself

rising some fifty feet (visually estimated) over the earth.

Figure 3.1: Homestead Mine containment site.

Also less than obvious to outsiders is that water is quite scarce in the state

of New Mexico; there is one river (the Rio Grande) 100 miles to the east, and

no large bodies of water; all drinking and ranch water is from relatively small

wells and aquifers, and ground water. Therefore, the water dumped on the

containment, presumably to hold down dust that contains harmful

radioisotopes, is water not available for agriculture, animal husbandry,

ranching, indigenous plants, food crops, animal life, . . .
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3.1 Intent

Most of my work involves the past, and the land; the work described here, and

embodied in the ANG and its installation, is no exception. But as a neophile3 I

yearn to visit new worlds, especially “alien” worlds, and to me, the past is just

that – an alien world, a parallel universe, populated by human beings more or

less like us, only different – with differing (but the somehow, similar)

3A term used by counterculture cult writer Robert Anton Wilson to describe a particular
type of personality. A neophile or neophiliac can be defined as a personality type characterized
by a strong affinity for novelty. Neophiles/Neophiliacs have the following basic characteristics:

• The ability to adapt rapidly to extreme change

A distaste or downright loathing of tradition, repetition, and routine

•• A tendency to become bored quickly with old things

• A desire, bordering on obsession in some cases, to experience novelty

• A corresponding and related desire to create novelty by creating or achieving something
and/or by stirring social or other forms of unrest.

A neophile/neophiliac is distinct from a revolutionary in that anyone might become a revo-
lutionary if pushed far enough by the reigning authorities or social norms, whereas neophiles/-
neophiliacs are revolutionaries by nature. Their intellectual abhorrence of tradition and repeti-
tion usually bemoans a deeper emotional need for constant novelty and change. The meaning
of neophile/neophiliac approaches and is not mutually exclusive to the term visionary, but
differs in that a neophile actively seeks first-hand experience of novelty rather than merely
pontificating about it.

The opposite of a neophile/neophiliac is a neophobe; a person with an aversion to novelty
and change. Wilson observes that neophobes tend to regard neophiles/neophiliac, especially
extreme ones, with fear and contempt, and to brand them with titles such as ”witch,” ”satanist,”
”heretic,” etc. He also speculates in his Prometheus Rising series of books that the industrial
revolution and related enlightenment represents one of the first periods of history in which
neophiles/neophiliac were a dominant force in society. Neophiles/neophiliacs accelerate change
because they like it that way.

Open-source advocate and programmer Eric S. Raymond observes that this personality is
especially prevalent in certain fields of expertise; in business, these are primarily computer
science and other areas of high technology. Raymond speculates that the rapid progress of
these fields (especially computers) is a result of this. A neophile’s love of novelty is likely
to lead him or her into subjects outside of the normal areas of human interest. Raymond
observes a high concentration of neophiles/neophiliac in or around what he calls ”leading edge
subcultures” such as science fiction fandom, neo-paganism, transhumanism, etc. as well as in
or around nontraditional areas of thought such as fringe philosophy or the occult. Raymond
observes that most neophiles/neophiliac have roving interests and will tend to have read or at
least heard of nearly every idea ever pondered by the mind of man.

There is more than one type of neophile/neophiliac. There are social neophiles/neophiliacs
(the extreme social butterfly), intellectual neophiles/neophiliac (the revolutionary philosopher
and the technophile), and physical/kinetic neophiles/neophiliac (the extreme sports enthusiast).
These tendencies are not mutually exclusive, and might exist simultaneously in the same
individual. from www.wikipedia.org/neophile
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problems, solutions, culture, artifacts. An alien parallel world that actually

existed is how I choose to perceive it.

The past persists in the present most tangibly as physical artifacts, that

often embody aspects of the lives and culture of those who made them.

Because those artifacts do not speak – and not even past “media” can interpret

their contents for us – they become malleable components in told tales today.

However, my concern is not nostalgia; none of this is part of my personal

past, and only chronologically coincidentally that of my parents. I have no

desire to live in any vision of that past, nor any other past; in fact I consider

myself a fairly rabid neophile. Nor do I think, or believe, or feel, that any sort

of ’past’ needs to be or should be (or of course, could be) re-created or re-lived.

I don’t precisely know all of my own reasons for being so compelled by this

mid-twentieth-century era. The reasons I can articulate are probably truthful;

the electronic and symbol-processing technologies of the era covered in this

paper are the direct precedents of our own; being solidly in the modern media

era (photography, radio, television, moving picture film, . . . ) makes it

parseable literally and meaningfully to me.

A large part of it is that those era’s scientific and technical artifacts were

largely hand made, with traditional, long-lived materials, and often

obsessively documented (a convenient cultural obsession of the time). There is

more, but I cannot, now, articulate it; a large part of my making of objects is,

partly, trying to find out why. It is at least, techne, a rational but not always

verbal process of knowing through doing.

Regardless, within this milieu I have chosen is a richly complex history and

in a few cases, lost or forgotten knowledge, mostly technical, and much that

was intentionally discarded. All were arguably meant to solve problems of the

time; some did, many caused cascades of problems that we live with today.
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But I think the main reason I personally feel a resonance with that time is

that my particular, personal set of skills is perfectly attuned to almost precisely

the set of skills deployed in that era; exceedingly fine craft, honed manual

skill, alchemical4 knowledge of materials and properties of matter, applied

consciously and ethically to matters of the world. I feel an affinity with some

of the people in that time who were induced through circumstance to act. I am

drawn to the artifacts as embodiment of thoughts and ideas, and cultural

needs and desires. The good, bad, and incidental in many of the era’s artifacts

seem readable to me. From this, I have been led to a more thorough

examination of the thoughts and motives of some of the people, and some of

the organized entities.

The ANG dispenses truth; or maybe an alibi, the source of truth in this

instance being “natural” rock; how can one complain about partiality or

untruth? Within aforementioned mathematical framework, where is truth

found? The only thing we can say about this with any certainty is: nothing.

And we can’t even “prove” “nothing”; we can only apply a statistical measure,

to the best of our ability, and contain truth between bounds. These are the

limits of our knowledge, very close by.

Freud said there have been three great humiliations in human history:

Galileo’s discovery that the earth is not the center of the universe; Darwin’s

discovery that we are not the crown of creation; and his own discovery, that

we are not in control of our own minds.

The limits of knowledge, as revealed by Gödel, Turing, Church and others,

adds another humiliation: even our ability to know has limits. And when the

only tool you think with is technology, and you are told to tell only truth, and

nothing but truth, all that is left is, literally, nothing. Random numbers.

4By alchemical I refer a definition of ’alchemy’ loosely, as a philosophy of improvement of
the alchemist and of craft.
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These are the sorts of truths the ANG provides.
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4 Technical overview

I will discuss each of the major components of the installation in turn.

4.1 Honest production of digits

The Atomic Number Generator derives true random numbers from the decay of

naturally-occurring uranium and other isotopes found in a rock, a chunk of

uranium ore, pitchblende. The ANG performs its duty as a truly trustworthy

anti-oracle at the push of a button, or if so configured, periodically.

Before I discuss the technicalities of random digit production, I need to

outline some specific results of research into RAND’s original design and it’s

ramifications on my own design choice.

When I began my research for this project I initially assumed (and hoped)

that RAND had used a radioactive source for its random digits. I later found

of course that they settled on the gas-noise-tube technique, even though it is

more complex and the randomness generated by the gas tube is inherently

biased. Why was this?

It appears that very little of the RAND random digits project was

documented; from Willis H. Ware’s 2008 “RAND and the Information

Evolution”

The only known sources of information on the tables in A Million

Random Digits are those included as a foreword and introduction

within it, in a few scattered memories and recollections, in a few

internal memoranda, in summaries attached to the book record

entry in the RAND library data system and in the RAND

publication index, and three formal but brief papers.[30, p.87
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footnote]

Two of these papers, “Some tests of the randomness of a million digits” (B.

Brown 1948, G. “HISTORY OF RAND’S MILLION DIGITS - SUMMARY” (G.

Brown 1949), are referenced within this paper; I do not know what the third

referenced paper is.[4] [5]

The only mention of the physical digit-generating apparatus involved,

beyond the quoted passages in the RAND history section of this paper are

these two quotes from the same source

The random-digit machine, given the technology of the time, would

have been a vacuum-tube machine. The Douglas Aircraft Electrical

Laboratory built it, and it was based on a variation of an idea that

Cecil Hastings proposed. A gas-discharge voltage-regulator tube of

a common type widely used in regulated power supplies at the

time was the source of the random pulses.[30, p.89]

Given the complexity of the noise tube, and the increased uncertainty in its

output, versus the relative simplicity and rigor of radioactive decay (the

microscopic amount of radioactive material required is less than what is used

in an ordinary household smoke detector today, so safety is not a factor), why

choose the noise tube?

We will probably never know, and few people other than me may ever care.

But I find it an interesting problem to ponder, and theorize, and as a source of

inspiration for creative work. Things nuclear were well known, by popular

reputation if nothing more, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the American

strategic revelations that followed the bombings.

Turing proposed a radioactive source in 1947 and had practical electronics

knowledge (unusual for a mathematician); Booth also proposed it, and had
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built his own computer.[8, pp.484-485][2, p.211] Certainly, anyone hearing

Turing’s lecture, reading Booth’s book, or talking to either of them would

know of it, and it is most likely that they heard the idea from someone else. In

1962 Huskey and Korn would include such a noise generator in their 1962

book.[16, p.3-81] So why did RAND not use it? Did they in fact use it, but keep

the source of their oracular anti-information occult?

One can only guess, and my guess is that it was simply to keep a large

psychological distance from anything “radioactive”; electronics and

mathematics is easier to explain and justify. At that moment in time, not quite

two years after the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, anything radioactive

was associated with death and destruction. (Not entirely unreasonable in my

opinion.) With large Air Force budgets RAND was able to forge ahead down

the more difficult path and keep their image clean – to themselves anyways,

since they were essentially a secret organization.

4.2 My random source choice

I chose to use radioactive decay for a number of reasons.

I find irony in the circular ability to use radiation to generate quantities of

random numbers needed for the testing and production of planetary-scale

terror and chaos via radioactive metals, and wonder if that idea factored into

RAND’s design decision. To amplify the irony, it is no stretch to characterise

the political and industrial entities that persist in this work, then and now, as

obsessed with order, or more accurately, orderliness. Such entities associate

themselves with “law and order” – they decry chaos and disorder, yet in their

work leave legacies of chaos and harm literally laying on the ground, one

small example of which is presented as background to the installation –
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background and background-radiation both.

The parallels and resonances of using a radioactive source in a work about

radiation and research into nuclear decay and production of random numbers

for research into the very material was simply too much for me to pass up.

But also a radioactive noise source such as suggested by Turing (and others)

has a nicely dissonant naivete to it. Being narrowly focused on his own

particular art, he was often utterly oblivious to what other deemed to be

political delicacies; Turing occasionally understood but chose to ignore it.

More often he was oblivious to such niceties, and blundered on unknowingly.

His stated choice likely had no political side effects, but it incorporated his

enthusiasm for modern physics, and was of course a good technical choice as

well. I (often, not always) share his disdain for political delicacy, and

technically, it was far easier for me to implement a rigorous machine

radioactively than via a noise tube.

4.3 How Atomic Number Generator derives random

digits

My ANG follows the documented “algorithm” clearly stated in all of the

RAND sources, with minor variations on wording, the

least-technically-ambiguous description is from “HISTORY OF RAND’S

RANDOM DIGITS - SUMMARY”

A random frequency pulse source was gated by a constant

frequency pulse, about once per second, providing on average

about 100,000 pulses in one second. Pulse standardization circuits

passed the pulses to a five-place binary counter, so that in principle

the machine is like a roulette wheel with 32 positions, making on
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average about 3000 revolutions on each turn. A binary to decimal

conversion was used, throwing away 12 of the 32 positions, and the

resulting random [decimal] digit was fed to an I.B.M. punch,

yielding punched card tables of random digits.[5, p.2]

100,000 pulses passed to a counter capable of counting only from 1 to 32

means that the counter overflows, or wraps around from 32 back to 1, more

than 3000 times – hence the “3000 revolutions” statement.1

The “once per second” was most likely to accommodate the ability of the

IBM card machine to reliably feed, punch and dispense a card yet provide

enough pulses for a substantial number of counter overflows (3000) needed to

achieve good quality numbers. Accurately counting 100,000 pulses per second

was at the leading edge of technical ability in the late 1940’s, done mainly in

cosmic ray and nuclear studies.

“Throwing away 12 of the 32” leaves 20, and if this is taken modulo 10, it

provides a digit 0 to 9. More specifically, in a given “spin” of the roulette

wheel there were two of every digit possible:

00112233445566778899

My number generator follows the same principle. Geiger counter pulses are

standardized then fed to a commercially available one-decimal-digit counter

integrated circuit. Approximately once per second2 the ANG reads this

decimal digit and stores it internally.

Unlike RAND’s machine, mine awaits a human user’s request for a random

number, rather than simply spitting them out once per second. Therefore,

1“five place binary counter” counts to 2 to the 5th power, or 32
2Actually faster than that; I adjusted the period to make machine operation more aesthetically

pleasant to people standing in front of it, at the likely expense of digit quality; but importantly
to me, it remains fundamentally correct.
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most of the random numbers are “thrown away”. However, when someone

presses the button, random digits are fetched one by one to build a number

comprised of the number of requested digits, which is subsequently sent to the

Model 31 Vocalizer for utterance. No other record of the digits or numbers are

made; they must be experienced by people listening at that very moment.

If the source of radiation is removed from the machine, background earth

and cosmic radiation will still drive the machine; but with the vastly lowered

number of energetic particles, digit quality will plummet.

No serious attempt was made to test the digits produced for errors in

randomness, nor correct any that might exist, as was done in the RAND

project, though I did build in re-randomization from the start. My testing was

restricted to a check of a few tens of thousands of digits for parity (odd/even

balance). However, errors, if they exist, are extremely small, and more than

sufficient for the task at hand; the radioactive decay method is inherently

better distributed in time, and modern software within the ANG dynamically

stabilizes the Geiger high voltage display in a manner not practical in 1948.

4.4 Construction and materials

Physically speaking, it is certain that the “roulette wheel” that Douglas

Aircraft built for RAND Project was large, probably floor-standing, heavy,

complicated and obscure in operation, and by their own statement, required

constant adjustment.[30, p.89][5, p.2] Re-creating the actual device, impossible

since documentation did not persist, would not highlight any of the issues I

care about, for it was not the apparatus itself that was interesting. Key

concepts would be buried beneath hundreds of pounds of distracting technical

trivia. Another approach was required.
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I dislike (computer) simulation as an approach, in cases like these, where

physicality is an integral part of the problem, and especially when things are

scaled such that a physical response is possible. We are already at a far

remove; not only do I not wish to further that, I do not believe that visual (or

added audible) representation of “ideas” is sufficient, and often it is dishonest

or at least misleading. I insist on tactility as a minimum. I want my machinery

to at least have integrity of intent, even if absent it is in practice due to a flaw

or other unintentional or practical limitation.

And I want to create a tactile connection between the present and this

particular past; problems of today have deep roots in the past and this work

needs to reflect that.

The ANG and supporting devices (with a few exceptions) are physical, real

in many senses, and actually perform the original tasks with as much

parallelism as I can afford. This not a quest for “authenticity”; it is emulation.

Not to rely too heavily on semantics, but my idea is to copy as many of the

salient physical and aesthetic (and mathematical) features of the phenomena I

wish to get across, and bring them forth into the physical world for visitors to

experience.

Things are built with materials at hand, and those materials have largely

changed with time for reasons outside the scope of any of this. Malleable

standard materials, flat and rectilinear wood, metal, ceramics, fabric and resins

give way to specific-designed injection-molded plastics shapes almost without

limit, devoid of any possibility of reuse.

In keeping with the aesthetics of the immediate-post-war period of my

concern, ANG was created with a “1948” aesthetic, though a close

examination reveals more than a few anomalies; at least some are intentional. I

work with a combination of “found” period objects, modern materials and
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technology, and a hybrid of modern and period techniques.

The most anomalous feature may be the least obvious, even to those familiar

with the period’s technologies: in physical terms, it is far, far too small in scale

for 1948. This amount of functionality would fill a floor-mounted rack, weigh

hundreds of pounds, and consume and waste enough energy to heat a room in

winter. Less obvious is the amount of non-functional “overhead” that is either

missing or is automatic in function: power cycling timing requirements,

calibration, drift and warm-up. None of these distractions (from the intended

functioning) is present because this is, at one level, emulation (not simulation).

Tangible and tactile portions of the interface, and operation, are however

software-emulated versions of period-correct controls, and are in fact involve

conscious “human-computer interface” decisions. These aspects of the ANG

will be explored in later sections.

4.5 Model 31 Vocalizer

The Model 31 Vocalizer speaks English phonemes, words, sentences, and

programmatic gibberish. It’s purpose in this installation is to utter, vocally, the

random numbers produced by the Atomic Number Generator. In oak, resined

fabric and brass, it utters speech and sounds in a clear but often unintelligible

voice. The sole controls are for volume and speed, the latter controlling how

slowly each phoneme is spoken. Glass-jeweled lamps decode each phoneme

(”HEH-ELL-OW”) and, with the speed control, allow for disturbing

deconstruction and destruction of communication.

The electronic paradigm within the Model 31 is phoneme speech, a sort of

technological dead end that saw use mostly in talking laboratory equipment

and a few toys, it’s sole advantage is a very compact representation of speech
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amenable to very small scale generation of (barely) intelligible speech from

symbolic machinery, such as the Atomic Number Generator.

4.6 Quadraphonic Pixel-Eye

Audible but not visible in the installation is the Quadraphonic Pixel Eye

machine, whose sole purpose is to provide visitor-reactive waves of ambient

simulated Geiger counter sound over the installation. A slow surge of activity

revolves around the room through four loudspeakers hidden in the

installation, triggered by an optical device elsewhere in the space.

It makes a sound vaguely analogous to waves of rain washing over a metal

roof, thousands of sharp audible pulses, virtually identical to the sound of the

Geiger counter built into the Atomic Number Generator.

Based upon Alan Blumlein’s “long tailed pair” circuit of 1936 (and still a

fundamental configuration today) the Pixel Eye can detect faint motion in a

room, picking human motion out of a varying ambient light background, from

reasonably dim to near-sunlight, by “seeing” variations in shadow falling

upon a square of white paper. It uses one low-quality cadmium sulphide cell

and three transistors. A small computer (Arduino Diecimila) generates

surging sinusoidal waves of “Geiger counter” sound – in quadraphonic sound

– based upon motion near it.

Pixel Eye is based upon the long tailed pair demonstration lashup/project I

made for an independent study with Professor Simon Penny, Fall 2007. It was

substantially reworked and packaged, and quadraphonic sound added, for

this installation.
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4.7 About the Geiger-Mueller tube

The Geiger-Mueller (GM) tube is itself an interesting artifact, and possibly

significant on it’s own. It is handmade, and dated 26 August 1946, a year after

the end of the war, inked onto a paper label imprinted METALLURGICAL

LAB., University of Chicago. The “Metallurgical Laboratory” was the

wartime code name for Enrico Fermi’s “atomic pile” project, the site of the first

uranium controlled fission, August 1942. Though four years after that event,

these tubes still bear the old labels.

I obtained six of these tubes from surplus sales in Los Alamos, New Mexico

some time in the 1990’s. The other five tubes are slightly larger, are dated 1948,

and have ARGONNE LABS stickers; one has a typed characterization

document and an analog pen-plotter output graph. I have not yet tried to

ascertain their history. The few tubes I have tested remain functional, six

decades later.

I do not know what the tubes were used for, though they are clearly G-M

tubes of ordinary design. In my installation, one is mounted in open air, on a

standard, if old and dusty, laboratory glassware stand, with the chunk of

pitchblende held below it in a crucible holder.
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Figure 4.1: Model 31 Vocalizer.

Figure 4.2: Metallurgical Laboratory Geiger-Mueller tube.
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5 Conclusion

It is my hope that my Atomic Number Generator functions as simulacra, as

Beaudrillard intended – a truth that reveals that there is no truth behind it. At

a functional level this machine is a copy of the original RAND machine, and

presumably with sufficient testing and documentation, could be put to use in a

similar manner. But the very nature of this information is a construct; even

RAND admits that they can only perform statistical measures to arguably not

find “bias”.

I certainly do not want to create any mathematical tables, and probably few

people other than those once in Arnold Lowan’s position mourn for them. It

still somehow seems like a loss that should be mourned in some way, or at

least a nod at all the effort now useless.
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